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Abstract 
When Earth is no longer able to house living creatures, humans will need a new environment to 
inhabit. Space tourism companies are already looking toward building civilizations in outer 
space. In accordance, humans will need space wear that is able to support their bodies for long 
periods of time, therefore supporting life outside of Earth. NASA’s white spacesuits protect as-
tronauts but are hard to move in and costly to manufacture. As designers, it is vital to envision 
different solutions for spacesuits because it will soon become our normal clothing. The impor-
tance of designing for future space travel for everyone may seem ridiculous and out of reach, but 
we can learn a lot through imagined scenarios and products that will be useful for the future of 
mankind. This project and thesis explores the needs and desires of a space suit for life outside of 
the Earth’s atmosphere.  
Keywords 
Speculative Design, Functional Clothing, Outer Space, Space Tourism, Spacesuit 
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Introduction/Problem Area 
Everyone within the United States will be negatively affected by climate change if it con-
tinues to not be placed as a priority. If it is not placed as a priority, the world may become an un-
inhabitable place for humans and animals.  Speculating whether the earth becomes an unlivable 1
environment, humans will either need to adapt to the changing situation or find another home.  
If humans were to stay on earth and adapt to the onerous conditions, that means our bod-
ies would also need to adapt. According to the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural Histo-
ry, human evolution required approximately six million years, an extremely slow and lengthy 
process, when an immediate solution for our future adaptation would be essential. An “Earth 
Suit” would be similar to a hazmat suit, but worn constantly to protect the wearer from radiation, 
acid rain, and wildfires, to specify just a few dangers. However, this solution means humans 
would be living in a dying world with the addition of requiring the daily wear of bulky suits 
adding extra weight and possible heat exhaustion.  
Finding another habitat for humans would be the next ideal option. Space tourism and 
exploration has been popularized by people such as Elon Musk and Richard Branson. Becoming 
a space tourist and casually visiting outer space will soon become a feasible reality due to the 
amount of time, energy, and money currently put into these futuristic visions. Inhabiting space is 
not a new idea. Star Trek, a science fiction TV show, popularized this idea in addition to other 
technological possibilities, such as the flip phone and digital tablet. The reality of inhabiting out-
er space is nearing. The company SpaceX wants to build a self-sustaining and thriving civiliza-
tion on Mars with the goal of sending their first cargo mission in 2022.    
 Haines and Ebi. “The Imperative for Climate Action to Protect Health.” New England Journal of Medi1 -
cine 380, no. 3.
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Proposal 
Hypothesizing that humans will need a suit to protect their bodies as they begin to slowly 
populate outer space to move away from the destruction they caused on earth. These suits will 
need to be economical to manufacture, have excellent technological standards, and be somewhat 
fashionable. Since this proposal is large in scope, there are three major steps that will be used to 
systematically address this project's process.   
The first step is researching the health effects outer space has on the human body. In do-
ing this step, understanding what human bodies need to stay alive will allow a better understand-
ing of what a spacesuit should contain to protect our bodies. 
The second step is researching the functionality of a spacesuit. How did space suits look 
and work when first created? What were the iterations, and what spacesuits are currently being 
used and imagined today? This process will allow for assessment of what has been done and not 
done--what has worked and what has not worked aesthetically--and formulating a clearer vision 
for my design.  
The third step will be interviewing and receiving feedback on my design concepts 
throughout these steps and during the design process. 
Within each step of the problem-solving process, a smaller problem area may come into 
focus and be addressed in further work and research in the process. There will be a physical   
prototype as representation of my research, design iterations, and user research. 
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Review of Literature 
Consequences /Health Effects of Living in Space on the Human Body 
Living on Earth, human bodies need the correct amount of atmospheric pressure, oxygen, 
and gravity in order to properly function and stay alive. Translating the human body's require-
ments into another environment that lacks these three attributes is an extreme hazard. When an 
astronaut is inside a contained and controlled environment, such as their space shuttle (or even 
spacesuit) they are able to wear a t-shirt and shorts or pants and do not need to worry about the 
dangers of outer space.  
With the absence of atmospheric pressure, the water within a human body will begin to 
vaporize, causing flesh and tissue to expand, also known as embullism, causing tissue damage.  2
Fluids will begin to boil, and without oxygen, our brains will begin to shut down, leaving us un-
conscious. If left without oxygen, all other organs will begin to shut down leading to death. On 
top of these unfortunate effects, there is radiation, and the vast temperature differences (-250 de-
grees Fahrenheit in the shade, and 250 degrees Fahrenheit in the sun) that would add to the disas-
trous situation.   3
So how are astronauts able to protect their bodies while exploring space? The answer is: 
well-designed spacesuits. In communication with Evan Putnam Student Director of RIT Space 
Exploration, he and the rest of SPEX, answered my questions in relation to the human body’s’ 
limits and potential consequences in outer space. The atmospheric pressure on Earth at sea level 
is when humans feel 14.7 psi and, in a spacesuit,, the pressure put onto the human body is only 
 Springel, Mark. “The Human Body in Space”, http://sitn.hms.harvard.edu/flash/2013/space-human-body/2
 Thomas and McMann, U.S. Spacesuits, Page 133
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4.3 psi.  What is the reason for the difference in pressure within a spacesuit and on Earth? That is 4
because 4.3 psi is the minimum pressure necessary for human physiology and allows for breath-
ing and flexibility within a spacesuit. If it were to be the full 14.7 psi, the suit would become too 
stiff, restricting movement for the wearer making it virtually impossible to get a job done. In ad-
dition, the suit is pressurized with oxygen, a pure element, instead of air which is a mixture of 
several gases, which also allows the suit to be pressurized at a lower psi.  5
Benchmarking 
Spacesuits are essentially a small personal space craft that protects the astronaut or cos-
monaut from the dangerous conditions of outer space. Some examples of dangers include radia-
tion, extreme temperatures, dust, debris, and flying elements such as mini meteoroids traveling 
as fast as a bullet; sometimes even faster.   6
There are two main types of suits worn during a mission. The first is an Intra-Vehicular 
Activity suit (IVA) used for launch and reentry and the second suit is the Extra-vehicular Activity 
Suit (EVA) used for space walks and exploration of other planets. IVA Suits, otherwise known as 
the “Pumpkin” suit, is the notable orange onesie that is worn during launch and reentry into 
Earth’s atmosphere. It is worn within a pressurized spacecraft only in case of an emergency. In 
the instance cabin pressure goes awry, this suit will act as pressurized protection on the wearer’s 
body, ultimately saving their life. These suits are mandated by both the U.S. and Russia for safe 
 “NASA SPACESUITS PAGE.” https://er.jsc.nasa.gov/seh/suitnasa.html. 4
 “Why Do We Really Need Spacesuits?”, www. nasa.gov.5
 Dunbar, Brian. “What Is Orbital Debris?”, www.nasa.gov.6
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human flight.  Since the IVA suit is not worn outside of the spacecraft once out of Earth’s at7 -
mosphere, it is not needed to do anything beyond pressurizing the wearer--therefore making it 
lighter and more comfortable to don. Its forerunners have come from pressure suits airplane pi-
lots used to wear when flying (considered IVA’s). 
EVA Suits are meant to be worn outside of a controlled environment, such as planetary 
exploration or spacewalks. The outfit is equipped with the primary life support system (PLSS). 
This is what provides the suit with pressurized oxygen and ventilation while removing carbon 
dioxide, water vapor, and trace contaminants. Thermal conditioning is included and works by 
cooling and ventilating the wearer. The suit itself has 13 layers and uses materials such as Nylon 
tricot (cooling layer), Spandex, Urethane-coated, Nylon, Dacron (restraint layer), Neoprene-
coated Nylon, Mylar, Gore-Tex, Kevlar (material in bullet-proof vests), and Nomex.   8
Maximum Absorbency Garments (MAG’s) are the first and last item to be worn when 
getting ready. This acts as a diaper, catching and housing waste since there are no bathrooms in 
the vacuum of space. The next 3 layers consist of the Liquid Cooling and Ventilation Garment 
(LCVG). This garment is created from a thin spandex layer that is snug on the body and designed 
to help cool and vent the buildup of high temperatures to deter overheating. It works by using 
about 300 feet worth of tubing which serves to transfer cool water over the surface of the gar-
ment. The following tier is the bladder layer. Mimicking atmospheric pressure, this key layer 
creates the proper pressure needed on the body. It does this by containing the same oxygen that 
the astronaut will breathe inside of the bladder layer’s confined space. Sitting on top, is the My-
 Jenkins, Dennis R. Dressing for Altitude. 143-1457
 Mahoney, Erin. “Spacesuit Basics.”, www.nasa.gov.8
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lar/Restraint Layer which ultimately hugs and holds the bladder layer in the correct shape around 
the wearer's body and acts as insulation preventing the inside temperature from changing. The 
famous white outer layer consists of a fabric made up of three (3) different threads: a waterproof 
material, fireproof layer, and a bullet-proof material in turn providing protection from radiation 
and micrometeoroids. Using the color white for the suit is based in reasoning; it reflects heat so 
the wearer does not overheat. 
 
  Fig 1.: A professions of Space Suits Photo credit: Smithsonian Institution/National Air and Space Museum 
Besides these two notable uniforms from NASA, there are lesser known suits that have 
been experimented with throughout history. One of the more inspirational experiments that was 
conducted by NASA and the Air Force in the late 50s was the Mechanical Counter Pressure Suit 
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(MCP) or Space Activity Suit (SAS) (fig. 2 and 3).  However, the designs were not used further, 9
but laid ground for MIT’s Biosuit which was based on the original SAS.   10
Fig. 2 and  Fig 3. Partial Pressure Suits  
Photo credit: Smithsonian Institution/National Air and Space Museum 
 The MCP suit then applies even pressure directly onto the body from its skin tight, elas-
tic suit--it is not inflated much like the EVA, hence the name mechanical counterpressure. Ulti-
mately, the goal of researching this suit was to ease the difficulty of moving in an inflated EVA 
suit. Unnecessary energy is exerted to move and if punctured, the wearer's life would be endan-
 McFarland, Ross, and Sanders. “The ‘Space Activity Suit’”. 9
 Newman, Dava. “Building The Future Spacesuit.”, Ask Magazine.10
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gered as compared to if an MCP suit was torn on the arm, pressure is still being exerted through-
out the rest of the body. Although it may be possibly painful, the wearer would still be able to 
return to their home base without major issues.  However, the MCP also has its own set of prob11 -
lems. First, each suit would need to be customized specifically to the wearer, rather than being 
able to fit a range of wearers. Secondly, applying smooth pressure to certain areas of the body, 
such as the genital region or armpits has proven difficult due to the constant movement within 
that area. Surprisingly it is easier to apply an even amount of pressure on cylindrical body parts 
in comparison to flatter or concave areas.  12
In the 1980s, cosmonaut Yury Malyshev, wore a suit to improve the negative effects on a 
human's skeletal muscular system in anti-gravity (fig. 4). Within this suit, a number of straps 
were used to weight down the wearers body to mimic gravity.  However the long-term effects 13
are unknown because the wear time was short, consisting of only 3 days in orbit. 
Fig. 4 Penguin Prophylactic Body-loading Suit  
Photo credit: Smithsonian Institution/National Air and Space Museum 
 Wade, Mark. “Space Activity Suit.” Space Activity Suit. http://www.astronautix.com/s/spaceactivitysuit11 -
.html. 
 Webb, Paul, and James F. Annis. The Principle of the Space Activity Suit.12
 “Suit, Penguin-3, Shannon Lucid, Prophylactic Body-Loading.” National Air and Space Museum. 13
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Space Tourism and Speculative Design 
 It is hard to imagine other types of spacesuits besides the famous white suits NASA uses 
for their astronauts, but it is important to keep other designs in mind, no matter how improbable 
they may seem. The popular science fiction TV show Star Trek showed what traveling and living 
in space could be like along with technological possibilities that were not limited to the 1960’s 
technology (NASA scientists have even mentioned the influence of this show in their research).  14
Speculative design is imagining possible futures for problems that feel out of reach or 
near impossible--not being limited to today's current trends, technology, and cultural standards.  
The future is not predicted, but instead attempts to look at all possibilities of what the future 
might be. It can be probable, plausible, and preferable (fig. 5). Any speculation outside of these 
areas is considered fantasy. It works to create possible solutions to problems we create for our-
selves.  15
           Fig. 5 A Taxonomy of Futures 
Source: https://www.slideshare.net/egoodman/speculative-design-introduction 
 Mars, Kelli. “50 Years of NASA and Star Trek Connections.” www.nasa.gov.14
 Dunne and Raby. Speculative Everything: Design, Fiction, and Social Dreaming. MIT Press, 2014. 15
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 Commercial space exploration is making access to outside of Earth’s atmosphere an eas-
ier option for those who are curious. Currently companies such as Virgin Galactic are testing po-
tential suborbital flights. It will not be long until a trip to the moon is considered common. Next, 
people will begin to reside in space or on other planets. 
Process 
The following sections reflect the steps used for creative problem solving for this project. 
Interviews  
In this section, the interviews conducted were not focused on a certain profession or education 
level, but with the intent of speaking with different types of people and their thoughts on travel-
ing and inhabiting space.  
An interview with Zack, a PhD candidate in the optics field, spoke with me about his 
concerns on this topic. He is unsure about the concept because it is uncharted territory and we do 
not know what is going to happen; the unpredictability of this possible situation seems risky. 
Remnants of objects that have exploded or dead satellites are still floating around. Imagining one 
of these items, colliding with your safety vessel at around 17,500 mph  is jarring--and possibly a 16
big turn off to space travel. Zack begins to discuss the white suit currently worn by the U.S. as-
tronauts. He understands the basic aspects of the suit, such as keeping the wearer alive, but is not 
impressed with the size of it or why it was bulky. He was also not aware that spacesuits are able 
 Garcia, Mark, “Space Debris and Human Spacecraft,” www.nasa.gov. 16
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to protect the wearer from orbital debris but when informed, Zack was impressed and began in-
quiring about the other features of a spacesuit.  
Speaking with Emilio, a young illustrator and designer, he vocalized similar hesitance in 
a separate interview. The vastness of space becomes an eerie environment because of the uncer-
tainty. Emilio continued, if he were to inhabit outer space, he would not want to populate a plan-
et, but would prefer to reside in a spacecraft because of the protective environment and because 
he has seen videos of astronauts wearing regular, comfortable clothing.  
Though fearsome to think about, Emilio did mention movies such as Stanley Kubrick’s 
Space Odyssey and how much he enjoyed the space wear that was donned in comparison to 
NASA suits. In his words, the current ones look “silly and clunky. The Space Odyssey suits look 
as if they are more moveable”.  
Amongst other interviewees, the mention of the current spacesuit design was brought up 
numerous times. Mike, a recent Political Science graduate, mentioned if groups of people were 
to visit space casually or to permanently stay, and all had to wear that suit, people’s identities 
would be lost. 
In other interviews, the common question asked dealt with which types of clothing people 
enjoyed wearing and were questioned about what they did not like to wear. Turtlenecks (9 out of 
12 do not enjoy this style) and high fashion clothing (7 out of 12 do not enjoy) cropped up as 
common fashion choices that were not enjoyed. Those who did not enjoy wearing turtlenecks 
went on to describe the unpleasant feeling of being choked or limited by the piece of fabric since 
it fits tightly against the neck. According to Jolene, a business student, turtlenecks “are fashion-
able and have been around for a while because they do look good, it’s just the thought of wearing 
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something constricting around my throat for hours makes me uncomfortable. I wouldn’t be able 
to concentrate on anything else”. In regards to high fashion clothing, Maddie, a barista at a local 
coffee shop, vocalized the possibility of bringing “high fashion” to outer space but is not excited 
about it herself claiming it is too extravagant and can take away from the beauty of outer space. 
Out of the twelve that were interviewed, all twelve were in unison about the fact a spacesuit 
should be able to protect them from the elements of outer space. Zack touched back on his previ-
ous statement in regards to NASA’s traditional spacesuit, “even though I mentioned it is big and 
bulky, I know it would keep me alive which I find the most important”. In a separate interview, 
Alyssa, a 23-year-old medical student stated her ideal trip to space would include experiencing a 
new environment and looking attractive while doing so.  
During the last part of these conversations, all twelve interviewees were each shown two 
different space tourism suits that SpaceX (fig. 6) and Virgin Galactic (fig. 7) have debuted to the 
public.  
     Fig. 6 SpaceX Suit                 Fig. 7 Virgin Galactic Suits 
                Source: www.spacex.com/dragon      Source: www.techeblog.com/under-armour-virgin-galactic-spacesuit/ 
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Both of the debuted outfits met positive reactions by those being interviewed. They looked com-
fortable enough to be worn for long flight durations and seem “appropriately futuristic” accord-
ing to Emilio. These two suits are meant to only be worn within a controlled environment, mak-
ing them IVA suits, and are not meant to be worn on a spacewalk. SpaceX’s flight suit was de-
signed by Jose Fernandez, a costume designer in Hollywood. According to astronauts who have 
donned this suit, it was all around better than NASA’s pumpkin suit because it was easier to 
move in.  On the other hand, Virgin Galactic’s suits were designed in partnership with Adidas Y-17
3 (Adidas partnership with Yohji Yamamoto). Their suits are not pressurized but use a patented 
technology to keep the wearer dry, warm, and safe. According to Richard Branson, these suits are 
not to perform a task but for the passengers' experience to don while in space . Ten out of 12 18
interviewees were excited by these designs. Jolene saw these outfits as a tad boring because it 
doesn’t look exciting enough to be in space. On the other hand, Zack was unsure if he liked 
SpaceX’s suit, stating it looked too utopian.   
Design Goals 
Because of the intricate, vast functions and requirements of a spacesuit, it was decided to 
focus on a couple of key functions that would work as the inner layer to a double layered suit. 
The inner layer would incorporate a pressure system and cooling and ventilation structure built 
into one piece. Ultimately this layer would be worn under another layer that would be contingent 
 Daley, Jason. “Astronauts Test Out Their Sleek New SpaceX Flight Suits.” Smithsonian Magazine. 17
 Malik, Tariq. “Virgin Galactic Unveils Under Armour Spacesuits and 'Spacewear' for Space Tourist 18
Flights.” Space.com.
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on a specific environment, making the inner layer a primary suit everyone would don when 
launching or reentering into earth’s atmosphere and while in a contained environment in outer 
space. 
The next important part of any garb, is the aesthetics. Space Odyssey was mentioned 
more than twice throughout the interviews. Ultimately the choice to let the functionality of this 
suit affect the aesthetics was the best option and led to the decision of incorporating a durable 
and tough look.  
Once form follows function, it is important the wearer is comfortable being in this suit for 
hours to multiple days on end. An important part of “comfort” is waste management. Because a 
wearer will be donning this suit for their entire trip, it is important they are able to relieve them-
selves with confidence and without worry.  
Development and Design Exploration 
The first initial design for this project focused on creating pressure on the wearers body 
by manipulating strips of elastic fabric. Ideally, strips of elastic would be sewn in various pat-
terns pertaining to wear it would sit on the body (fig. 8). For example, where the vital organs are 
located, a pattern would be created to sit specifically on the stomach and upper torso region in 
comparison to an area such as the limbs where there are no vital organs. However, after my con-
versation with Evan of SPEX, certain areas of the body do not necessarily require more pressure 
than another; as long as an even amount is distributed on the human body.   19
 “NASA SPACESUITS PAGE.” NASA. www.nasa.gov.19
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Fig. 8 Preliminary Pressure Layer Sketch  
The second idea exploration consisted of cooling panels with tubing or a peltier cooler 
that work independent of each other while sitting on the pressure layer. However, instead of the 
strips sewn into irregular patterns, the strips would be sewn in one unified direction to make 
body movement, such as bending or twisting, easier (fig. 9). When this idea was brought to an-
other round of interviews for feedback, it was questioned by a couple of people. What is the pur-
pose of the strips of elastic as opposed to a spandex bodysuit that can still give off the same pres-
sure and seemingly will be less labor intensive to make and more comfortable to wear? More-
over, with tubing and the peltier cooler for the liquid cooling system, this suit would become a 
cumbersome piece of clothing with fragile elements.  
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Fig. 9 Preliminary Cooling and Pressure Layer Sketch  
The toughest aspect of spacesuit development is the waste management system. An idea 
that was brought to a few interviewees was a flexible plastic covering for genitalia region to 
catch human waste. This covering is connected to a bag made of the same material sitting on the 
lower back of the wearer (fig. 10). Using capillary effect, the liquid would rise into the bag, 
pulling the waste away from the crotch area. This idea was not ideal since interviewees have 
voiced their concern with carrying around their own waste versus having it immediately discard-
ed. 
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Fig. 10 Waste Management Sketch 
After receiving feedback on these designs, the focus from sewn elastic bands shifted to 
learning about  the construction of pressure garments used in the medical field. These types of 
garments provide even pressure along the body part that it is pressing on, in relation, it promotes 
better blood circulation.  Pressure garments are extremely similar to athletic compression cloth20 -
ing which also increases blood flow, reduces muscle fatigue, improves muscle oxygenation, and 
due to its tight fit, increases the aerodynamics of the wearer.  Because pressure on the wearers 21
body is one of the most important functions of this suit, just like MIT’s Biosuit, memory shape 
alloys would be incorporated into the pressure layer of this project for a snugger fit. 
 Pratt and West. Pressure Garments A Manual on Their Design and Fabrication. 2014. 20
 Xiong, Ying, and Xiaoming Tao. “Compression Garments for Medical Therapy and Sports”, Polymers 21
10, no. 6.
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Prototypes 
Taking these factors into account simplified the creation of the first sewn prototype. The 
focus was creating a sleek form that would sit well on the wearer (fig. 9 and 10). At this point 
and time, the liquid cooling layer as well as the waste management layer were not fully figured 
out. 
                 Fig. 9 and Fig. 10:  First Prototype 
 Once the initial construction was completed, lines, mimicking the memory shape alloys, 
were drawn directly onto the orange fabric to figure out placement and pattern. Black fabric, 
used to differentiate between the pressure and cooling layer, was cut out in geometric shapes and 
placed in areas along the suit where the most cooling would be needed. A mid-rise turtleneck col-
lar was included in this design for the sake of protecting as much of the body as possible (fig. 11, 
12, and 13).  
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Fig. 11, 12, 13: First Prototype with “cooling pads” added on. 
The second physical prototype became more refined, and consisted of a better fitting 
pressure layer and theoretical cooling pads. Zack and Jolene were both brought into the studio to 
get their thoughts on the suit thus far. They felt it was sleek and appropriate to the field it belongs 
to. Jolene questioned the turtleneck but realized it made sense when explained to her why it was 
incorporated. But, she brought up a great point such as to being able to expand the collar to open, 
which could be connected to a zipper for the user to step in and out of when donning or doffing 
this spacesuit. In another discussion with Zack, he wanted to see more cooling pads integrated 
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because his body sweats almost everywhere and would like the thought that he would be okay 
wearing this suit.  
    Fig. 14 and 15: Second Prototype with cooling pad shape and placement testing 
Conversing with Stan Rickel, thesis advisor, he questioned the placement and the forms 
of the cooling pads. Noting, they are extremely geometric and structured, in turn, very serious 
(fig. 14 and 15). Same dialogue with the memory shape alloys, the drawn lines from the first pro-
totype are harsh and do not look genuine. Space exploration should be an exciting experience, 
thus the clothing worn during this involvement should reflect that.  
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The next step was coming to a decision about waste management. It is important for this 
system to be reliable as well as easy to use, which is why the final spacesuit will include a flap 
that sits over the backside and connects to the genital region. When the wearer opens the flap 
upwards, they would then be able to snap their flap into a connector on the space toilet, as an ex-
tra connection so they will not float away.  
The final prototype used an athletic spandex to simulate the pressure garment layer. Ideal-
ly, this design would be made of a white material in honor of NASA’s white suit, however, fabric 
stores in the local area only had black or a light grey material in which the latter was chosen. 
Once the fabric was cut into the appropriate pieces (fig. 15), red thread was sewn in organic lines 
(fig. 16), imitating paths of orbiting planets, on each piece to mimic the memory shape alloy.  
 Fig. 15: Cut pieces 16: Red thread representing memory shape alloy 17: geometric cooling pads 
The following step consisted of cutting out the “cooling pads” from fabric mesh, which 
would in theory be created with flexible circuitry and covered with a thicker material to protect 
the circuits. However, the geometric shapes were too harsh looking (fig. 17), and were discarded. 
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The “cooling pads” took on a looser shape, based on the human body's muscle structure. The 
“cooling pads” were then placed and sewn onto the pressure layer (athletic spandex), followed 
by more “memory shape alloys” (red thread) sewn on top of the “cooling pads” for texture em-
phasis and security. The finished pieces were pinned and sewn together to create the future of 
space wear (fig. 18).  
       Fig. 18: Final Prototype  
Final Prototype Reactions 
Once the final suit was created, past interviewees were brought in and asked for their honest 
feedback. Overall, the feedback was positive. In some instances, the question of how some ac-
cessories such as a helmet fitting over this suit or how going to the bathroom would work on 
spacewalks if a second layer were to go over the first one. Because the waste management layer 
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is contained within the first part of the suit, access to it would be nearly impossible or extremely 
difficult if another layer were to be on top. In addition, since the collar on the prototype is meant 
to be adjusted over the wearers face if needed, it would be nearly unreachable once a helmet is 
placed over it.  
 Kevin, a former employee of Blue Origin, a spaceflight company and aerospace manufac-
turer founded by Jeff Bezos, was kind enough to relay his feedback.  Comprehensively, this suit 
is off to a great start because it does a few things well instead of forcing all the functions of a 
spacesuit into one continuous piece. For future scenarios, a suit that is flexible and provides easy 
movement and is close to the body will make exploring planets and spacewalks easier to do. 
Knowing this suit was a thesis project that only had one graduate student working on it, he sug-
gested the next steps that should be taken would to partner with an engineer or someone within 
this field who can work alongside and grow this product. Additionally, exploring different types 
of material that could work as the pressure layer that may offer better manufacturing or produc-
tion costs.  
Summary 
The next steps to be taken in this project is the construction of the outer layer that will sit 
on top of the inner suit. This outer layer would be dependent on the environment the explorer 
chooses to go. The habitat on Mars is completely different than the Moon, and what better way to 
create a customizable experience for the explorer than to have specific suits with different de-
signs and functions that are determined by different climates. Another step would include at-
tempting to contact a company such as SpaceX or Virgin Galactic and see if this project could be 
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funded for further iterations and testing. Even perhaps using VR training with these suits to pre-
pare future explorers for their travels. 
Conclusion  
When envisioning the future, it is vital to adapt to changing ideas, technology, and envi-
ronments. The concept of easily accessing outer space is becoming tangible, year by year, though 
the idea of inhabiting space seems distant, designers should look to the near future in prepara-
tion. As we are currently learning during the COVID-19 pandemic, being well-prepared for sur-
real scenarios is crucial.  What will happen to humans if Earth is no longer able to sustain life? 22
Possible solutions should be highly encouraged and researched in advance. 
Feedback from potential users provided wonderful insight to individuals' fantasies and 
fears for future design solutions within the space tourism field. This feedback was then taken and 
used to create an appropriately futuristic suit that can support human life outside of Earth. Con-
sequently, this suit could be integrated in further development of current space garments.  
 Gross, Terry, and Ed Yong. “National Public Radio.” National Public Radio.22
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